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Inventory lists and reports
In order to have access to these functions,
you must login with administrative rights.

Inventory Lists & Reports
Do Inventory to create or update reports
Reports will not appear until you create them with the ‘Do Inventory’ button. If you have not uploaded or manually
scanned any barcode files into your inventory session, this button will do nothing.
Click ‘Do Inventory’ button. NOTE: If you have not completed uploading the files that comprise your inventory
range, a message will appear indicating that you not come close to your final barcode upload total. You will
need to click on ‘yes’ in the error dialog box before proceeding.

Click the 'Do Inventory' button

Inventory Status display
After clicking Do Inventory, two boxes appear at the bottom of the screen.
Inventory Results table: displays a running account of total barcodes: in database, scanned, on loan (in
circulation), validated and OK (meaning that the barcodes you scanned were actually in your catalog. Any
barcode you scanned that is not in a catalog record somewhere will not be in that number and will display in
the invalid list).
“Results” table allows you to view/edit problem records. Most of the reports will allow you to track or modify
the report to keep a running account of changes made or needed.
The two rightmost columns in the ‘Results’ report reflect the number of problem records, and
the two leftmost columns reflect the modifications or corrections made to that report.

Inventory Reports
1. Missing/Not Scanned:
This report shows records that are still to be scanned and uploaded. Click on view/edit to work with missing items.
Items may be sorted by Call Number or Barcode or Title by clicking on the column header in this report.

Mark . . as missing : Once you are sure of what is actually missing, select the missing items in the list and choose
one of the “Mark . . as missing” buttons. The Items will then appear on the “Missing Items” list in the >Administration

>Reports / Tools menu. The listed items will have the text font color changed to brown once the status has been
changed to “missing”. NOTE : The status of the holdings listed in this report will NOT be changed to ‘Missing”
unless you execute this step!
Remove Selected : If you are sure you know where some of the items displayed in the list are , and wish to simply
ignore the fact that you have not scanned them, then you may select them and use the button ‘Remove Selected
from Missing List’. This action will remove the marked titles and put them in the Manually scanned list of barcodes.

2. Damaged but Shelved:
These Items were marked as Damaged at some previous time but were on the shelf and scanned as inventory was
done. Click on view/edit to see the report. Items may be sorted by any of the named columns. Click in box before
record and use buttons to change status to Available as necessary.

3. Lost/Missing but Shelved:
Click on view/edit to see the report. These Items were marked as lost or missing at some previous time but were on
the shelf and scanned as inventory was done.

The first thing you will notice in this report is a column called “Call # Previous to->”. If the item is on the shelf, it may
be mis-shelved. Go to the call no. listed in that column to find the item. It was scanned just before the ‘Missing but
shelved” holding and should be just before it on the shelf.
Items may be sorted by Call Number or Title or Barcode or “Call # Previous to”.
Click in box before record and use the buttons to change status of these records to “available” as needed.
The listed items will have the text font color changed to brown once the status has been changed to “Active”

4. Loaned but Shelved:
This report displays items titles that were re-shelved before they were returned in circulation. Items may be sorted by
Call Number or any of the other listed columns.

Items may be returned from this screen.
Use the button called ‘Mark all as Returned” to return all of them, or your may need to only select some of
them and choose the button called “Return Selected”.
The listed items will have the text font color changed to brown once the Item has been returned.

5. No Call Number:
A viewable list of items having no call number (or maybe no holding?) in the electronic record.

6: Misplaced/Out of Range:
The inventory program assumes all uploaded barcode files to be in shelf order.

Barcodes directly scanned manually into the inventory will not be checked for shelf order.
This list will display items that are just one or more places out of order. The call number column will display
numbers in red of items that are one or more places out of order.
This list can only be as accurate as your call numbers. For example, to a computer there is a BIG difference
between “FIC Arr” or “F Arr” or “Fic.Arr” for sorting purposes, even if you keep them all together on the shelf.
Go to the shelves with this list to find the mis-shelved items and re-shelve them.
Select the titles you have re-shelved and choose the button called “Mark selected as corrected”. Or use the
button called ‘Mark all as Corrected” to cause the list to display them all as corrected.
The listed items will have the text font color changed to brown once the item has been marked.

7: Invalid:
Allows you to see barcodes that did not scan properly or are not in your item data.

This list cannot display the title associated with the invalid barcode because the record is not in the database. It may
be an item that was not cataloged yet, or it may be an item from another library.
Look at the call number and title displayed in the column named “Item scanned before invalid barcode” .
Go to the shelf location of that item to find the item having the invalid barcode.
Remove the item from the shelf for cataloging or return to its owner.
<h2>4. ‘Do Inventory’ to create or update reports</h2>
Reports will not appear until you create them with the ‘Do Inventory’ button. If you have not uploaded or manually
scanned any barcode files into your inventory session, this button will do nothing.
<ol>
<li>Click on the Do Inventory button.
<a href=”http://help.opalsinfo.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/Inventory8.jpg”><img class=”alignnone size-full wpimage-3679″ title=”Inventory8″ src=”http://help.opalsinfo.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/Inventory8.jpg” alt=”"
width=”536″ height=”91″ /></a>If you have not completed uploading the files that comprise your inventory range, a
message will appear indicating that you did not come close to your final barcode upload total. You will need to type
‘yes’ into the error dialog before proceeding.</li>
</ol>
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